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Definition of Imperialism 

    Process by which one state, with superior 
military strength and more advanced 

technology, imposes its control over the land, 
resources, and/or population of a less 

developed region. 

 

Stronger nations taking over 

weaker nations. 



What 

does this 

look like 

in Early 

America? 

 

 

 

 
and 

throughout 

time…. 





The British Empire – Throughout Time 





Spanish and Portuguese Empires – Throughout Time 
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What did this look like in Africa? 
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What did this look 

like in Asia? 



What did this look like in the Pacific? 



Why Imperialism? 

 

 

Essential Question: 
 

Why do some countries take 

over other countries? 



 Dollars:    

seeking new markets for trade and investment  

 economic opportunities or developments 

seeking cheap labor 

seeking natural resources like…. 

enhance and promote capitalism 

Industrialization drives Capitalism- drives Imperialism 
    

Defense:   

to protect dollar interests –to protect all of the above 

military might / need for military bases or stations to maintain 

 control of region, ensure stability, and ensure our 

 economic (or other) interests are protected 

to defend the country / “National Security” 
  

Democracy:   

spreading political ideals to countries with unstable governments  

 or oppressive regimes  

In the name of freedom and liberty (‘cause who can argue with that?) 

The 3 Ds… 



Dollars  



Defense 



Democracy 



(Social) Darwinism: 

survival of the fittest mentality applied to nations or races:  

 “stronger” nations dominate “weaker” 
Anglo-Saxon superiority / nations who thought they were 

 “advanced and civilized” (white) wanted to bring 

 culture and civilization to “backward and un-civilized” 
 peoples (usually non-white) 
                                      

 

Deity:   

spreading the word of God and Christianity 

 “Civilization” tied to Christianity 

Missions and Missionary work in foreign countries 

 Often preceded or coincided w/ other types of imperialism 



Social Darwinism- “civilizing” 





Deity 







Causes of World War I 

M = Militarism  
 Arms Race = In order to run and regulate your empire, you need a 

   powerful military. Nations competed to create these… 

  best military = most powerful empire?  

 Technology and Industrialization = fueled the arms race / created new 

weapons 

 

A = Alliances 
 Imperial powers aligned themselves with each other / formed alliances 

 These alliances became “entangling”. 

 

I = Imperialism 
 Empires competed for colonies and territories, often clashing. 

 Empires competed for power and control (pol., eco., social), often clashing 
 

N = Nationalism 
 Extreme pride in one’s country / often times called patriotism 

 When combined with militarism = jingoism 

 Country’s EGO / “we’re number one”  

  



There have always been Empires….what contributed to the giant, 

worldwide empires of the 16th – 20th centuries? 

•New technology  

 Transportation, Navigation, Communication, Weaponry 

 Industrialization – industry promotes expansion 

 

•Nation-States 

 Countries who have a sense of pride and superiority, Nationalism 

 Nations compete for power, territories, and resources 

  

• Trade 

 Development of Capitalism, need for new markets (open and free) 

 Resources, Resources, Resources 

 

•Colonization 

 Ability to take over, move people to new territories, maintain control 

  

•Power 

 Ideology of white supremacy and culture 

 Sphere of Influence = control of region without direct colonization 

 


